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Abstract. In the age of global recall campaigns, production accompanying 
component inspections have become more and more an important cost-saving 
process. Statistically unexpected faults in the global production process could have 
decisive economic impact due to necessary recall campaigns.  
 Especially for the automotive industry, it is an essential requirement to validate 
the quality of laser welds of joined parts. For this purpose, nondestructive testing 
methods by means of ultrasound inspection are frequently being used. Moreover, 
they allow for a nearly 100% inspection of the parts. These procedures test and 
therefore assure the mechanical resilience and integrity of the joined parts. In 
parallel, cost savings and resources are being realized. Each laser welding process 
must be inspected regularly to ensure the quality of the weld and thereby the 
mechanical load capacity of the welded parts such as differentials in the automotive 
industry. 
 Many industrial applications, as well as pipes and piping systems, are subject 
to extreme strains of excessive pressure, high temperatures and the media 
conditions. In case of failure or leakage, personal injuries and damages to property 
may occur. To ensure public and environmental protection, it‘s necessary that the 
systems are checked for their fault-free condition. 
 VOGT Ultrasonics offers standard and develops customized solutions for a 
large application field of especially mechanically highly strained components based 
on their PROlineCUSTOM system family. The PROlineCUSTOM system family 
includes customer specific mechanics, the PROlineUSB ultrasonic inspection device 
for conventional ultrasonic inspection combined with the user-friendly inspection 
and the evaluation software PROlinePLUS. 
 In this lecture VOGT Ultrasonics is presenting customized ultrasonic 
inspection solutions for various industrial products. 
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The goal of non-destructive testing is to ensure the loading capacity of components saving 
costs and ressources simultaneously. In the framework of Industry 4.0, PROline ultrasonic 
inspection systems link the production process with the latest communication technology. 
PROline ensures an economic production accompanying 100% defect control and supports 
for an optimal material flow. 

 
 
PROlineCUSTOM for process-safe inspection solutions across all industries  
 
PROlineCUSTOM provides the ideal inspection solution for security-related components for 
every industry. The system concept is designed for mechanized or automated ultrasonic 
inspection. It can be operated within production lines as well as a stand-alone solution for 
applications in laboratories. PROline is used for the inspection of weld seams for cracks 
and volumetric defects, solder and coating joints for adhesion quality, wall thicknesses, 
shafts, pipes, bars, plates and plastics. The inspection of water-sensitive components is 
realized by using bubbler technique. 
 
 
1. PROlineCUSTOM automotive  

 
Semi-automatic and manual inspection of mechanically highly strained components for the 
automotive industry always includes the risk factor of process instability by the operator. 
Purely statistically expected faults in the global production process could have decisive 
economic impact due to necessary recall campaigns. With PROlineCUSTOM automotive 
inspection systems VOGT Ultrasonics provides a process-safe solution for a 100% 
automated inline inspection.  

 
 

1.1. Example 1: 100% Inline Inspection System supports Zero-Fault Process 
 

For a supplier of the automotive industry VOGT realizes a process-safe solution for a 100% 
automated inline inspection of cardan shafts (fig.1.) In this present specific application the 
integration of the inspection system in the production line replaces the prior manual 
inspection. The loading of the components is performed by a robot provided by the 
customer. The components are lowered into the water tank by a pneumatic lifting platform. 
A light sensor controls the correct position of the component and the inspection process 
starts automatically with conventional ultrasound. The inspection and evaluation software 
PROlinePLUS supplies the inspection data and the results directly to the ERP-system of the 
customer for the component specific recording and documentation of the inspection results. 

 

   
Fig.1: PROline inspection system using immersion technique. Loading of components by a robot 

provided by the customer (left). The colour marking shows the inspection result (right).  
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The risk of error is minimized by the automated inspection within a zero-fault strategy. The 
integration of the inspection-time optimized application with PROline improves the whole 
supply chain. Therefore the system became an important controlled variable of a sustaina-
ble business strategy. 

 
 
1.2. Example 2: Immersion-free Inspection System for water-sensitive components 

 
A further example of a PROlineCUSTOM automotive system is the inspection system for 
differential gear wheels (fig.2). To prevent any damage many components are not allowed 
to get in contact with water during production. This production accompanying PROline 
inspection system works completely immersion-free by using bubbler technique which 
eliminates the drying of the component. PROline ensures a safely quality control true-to-
cycle and conform to standards.  

This flexible inspection system automatically checks any number of types of 
differentials with individual inspection requirements. The retooling is performed fast and 
easy by using component-specific adapters even for minimal batch sizes within the 
meaning of Industry 4.0. If required the system can be integrated into the production chain 
and be fully automated by robot control. Hereby the inspection is performed within less 
than 30 seconds, incl. set-up time, inspection, evaluation and automatic color marking of 
components with defects.  
 

 

    
Fig.2: PROline Inspection System with Bubbler Technique 

 
The recording of the component identification is performed via DataMatrixCode by which 
the traceability of the inspection result of each component is secured. The communication 
of the inspection results with the higher-level customer´s system is performed via ProfiNET 
interface. 
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2. PROlineCUSTOM in laboratory 
 

The process parameters of welded parts are continually optimized to ensure a resource-
saving production. For this purpose VOGT Ultrasonics provides PROlineCUSTOM inspection 
solutions especially for the use in laboratory. 

By ultrasonic technology smallest defects are detected in the weld seam and 
precisely located to optimize the welding process in correlation with the destructive 
inspection. The intuitive operated PROlinePLUS inspection- and evaluation software is of 
modular design and concentrates on intuitive handling with simultaneous highest 
flexibility. With little training effort the customer is able to create inspection plans in 
shortest time.  

 
 

 
Fig.3: PROline 6-Axis Inspection System for laboratory usage  

and production-accompanying small series inspection  

 
For a sub-supplier of the automotive industry VOGT Ultrasonics developed the 
PROlineCUSTOM 6-Axis system for the inspection of rotationally symmetric components in 
the laboratory (fig. 3). It includes a X-,Y-,Z- axis and turntable (W-axis) as well as a 
mechanical inspection probe manipulator with a large working range (a, b-angle). Thanks 
to its large scanning area and to the universal jig of the turntable the inspection system is 
not only suitable for the inspection of welds, but also for volumetric examination or 
measurement of wall thicknesses. It can be used with immersion- or bubbler technique. 
Next to rotationally symmetric components the system is also suitable among other parts 
for the inspection of plates and metal sheets.  
 
 
3. PROlineCUSTOM bars & pipes 

 
PROlineCUSTOM provides flexible solutions for the quality control of the entire spectrum of 
bars and pipes by means of ultrasonic inspection from small up to large scale production.  
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Fig.4: Pipe inspection for reliable and quick inspection results with PROline.  

 
By way of example VOGT Ultrasonics has realized the inspection of single pipes up to 13 
m for large scale production (fig.4). With the evaluation software PROlinePLUS five test 
channels per probe cluster are being displayed and evaluated simultaneously. The cluster 
arrangement of the probes allows a parallel inspection for cladding, longitudinal and 
transversal defects as well as the evaluation of the wall thickness. The number of clusters 
and therefore the number of lanes that are inspected at the same time can be multiplied by 
PROline.  
 
 

 


